GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 1
LAW CONCERNING THE MYSTIC PROCESSION
31. A block of Pentelic marble removed on March 23, 1936, from the Church
of Christ in Section HH1where it was used upside down as a foundation for an
interior column. The top, bottom, back, and sides are finished surfaces, but probably
not original except perhaps the back. The top and bottom were cut back at an acute
angle to the face 'when the stone was used as a capital. It also served at some time as
a threshold block, as twvoround cuttings in the inscribed face indicate.
Height, 0.58 m.; width, 0.47 m.; thickness, 0.135 m.
Height of letters. 0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 3844.
The stone is so badly worn that the reading becomes in many places most
uncertain. It would be easy to let one's imagination play with marks and scratches
of an accidental character; and those who have ever had the experience of preparing
the first publication of an almost illegible document will appreciate the peculiar
difficulties.
This rather lengthy inscription of which the beginning and the end are completely lost, and the re-st badly mutilated, has marked similarities to the great diagramma of 92 B.C. concerning the mysteries at Andania.2 It concerns the Eleusinian
mysteries, but like the other it contains in the extant section specifications about the
services or liturgies to be performed, about punishments for misdemeanors or
felonies, and about the procedure in such cases; also about the order of the procession
and about the crowns to be worn by participants. The procedure against offenders
or delinquents is more complicated and sophisticated, as one would expect from the
heliastic traditions of Athens and from the central position occupied by the Eleusinian
mysteries in the religious life of the Hellenic, or of the whole Greco-Roman world.
The date cannot be accurately determined, since neither names nor contemporary
events are mentioned in what remains of the document, and since the heading is not
preserved. The lettering exhibits the general character of several other inscriptions
of the first century B.C.,but I cannot with any confidencedefine its period more exactly.
1

Through the generous assistance of the Council for Research in the Social Sciences at
Columbia University and through the cooperation of the authorities of Barnard College, the writer
was enabled to go to Athens for the academnicyear 1939-1940 and to prepare for publication the
late inscriptions, of which the first installment is here presented.
2 I. G., V, 1390= Dittenberger,
S.I. G.3. 736.
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Any attempt at a restoration of this document ought to start in the area comprised between lines 39 and 43, because here more of the text is preserved and the
context is more easily ascertainable. I can think of no shorter possible restoration
for the lacuna between lines 39 and 40 than that proposed in the text, and I proceed
on the assumption that the minimtumis thereby determined. The lacuna might have
been greater, but it does not read as though much were lost between lines, and in
reusing a block as a threshold or base, one commonly sought a stone of about the
right size. For the lacuna between lines 30 and 31 the reader at first glance wishes
to restore EIt)MEX?P-ra[s[ -v vO-Tr-qp]iov, but when he measures the space occupied by
the letters in that line and calculates the minimum distance to either edge as determined by the restoration between lines 39 and 40, he finds that the lacuna should
amount to about eighteen letters, unless in its original shape the inscribed block
tapered toward the top. A further calculation from the preserved width of the stone
at the top and from the proximity of line 31 to line 40 excludes the possibility of a
sufficient taper to reduce the lacuna by eight letters, so that another or at least a
more complete restoration -mustbe proposed for the gap between lines 30 and 31.
A difficulty here in reconstructing the legal termninologylies in the fact that we
cannot entirely rely on Aristotle and the orators where we do have pertinent information, becatusethese authors preceded the ptublicationof this inscription by several
centuries. The publicationof this law implies that some details at least were changed,
although we may expect that the general customs were still followed. Or it may have
been a reassertion and restoration of old customs. For example, the trial for which
was based on the type of legal
Andocides composed the oration IIEp'trTwVMvur'qptiov
action known as E'V8LeL9. We may assume with some reservations that an offender
could in the first century still be
rc7wv 1vo-r'qponv)
against the mysteries (aJcrEfl
prosecuted on the basis of an E'V8ELL9s. Furthermore, since Aristotle in the Constitution of Athens (52, 2) says of the royal archon ypacai 8E XayXayvovTat irpos
aviov acrE/3EWSa,it is not improbablethat we should restore the gap between lines 29
- /3ovXopv' otg E4[EoTtv.
rov
and 30 with the phrase E'wSE[ttg E'orT rpTo /3aTtX]Ea
o /3ovX4oEvo0 otg
otg EEUTEl'v and 'AOhrvatowv
The expressions o /3ovX4o,uEV0o'AOhqvatiwiE'eEGTUtvindicate any Athenian citizen who has not been visited with total or partial
a-rtkta such as that under which state debtors labored. This limitation was too common
to require here the support of other parallels. For the familiar phrase o1t E'tEmrtv

of course the antecedent need not be expressed, as when Aristotle in the Constituition
of Athens (63, 3) writes "&v8E'rtsg&Kact

ois y)

E>'(ETtv.

But the restoration at lines 29-30 leaves us with a problem in the next line where
we have a plural verb in the subjunctive mood E'EV8E[t's]-[tjv. The traces of this
word and the preceding letters cannot be interpreted as ov 8E Ev8E[tX]6E'[vra], as
tempting as this restoration may seem at first glance. Both the final nu and the
sufficiently visible sigma eliminate such a possibility, although the upper part of a
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circular letter could belong as easily to a theta as to an omega. Thus we are left
with a verb in the plural number and with an object in the singular (rTv&E), which
must represent the offender. The subject of the verb cannot have been the royal
archon or the previously mentioned /3ovXo6pEvo0ots E,'EOtv, because these were singular
mentioned at the end of
in number, and thus we must assume that the E'7LTEX-rpai
line 30 were the subject understood, being the only available plural noun.
The relation between the beginning and the end of line 30 likewise causes trouble.
Since with what information I can gather from ancient writers I cannot connect the
epimeletae with the procedure initiated by the &&8Etgt submitted to the royal archon,
I assume that the law provided two procedures against the offender. One would be
the abbreviated procedure on the basis of a citizen's g8ELetg presented to the royal
archon. The other contrasting procedure would have corresponded to a different
case. Whether the accuser lacked the status of full citizen rights, or whether he
were nmerelyunwilling to undertake any part in the prosecution, or whether the case
were not clear enough to admit of the abbreviated procedure, the second case seems
to be one in which the epimeletae would undertake the prosecution on the basis of
information received. We might restore q airoypacEtv aviro\VEEv] To[t] 9 EITLVEK-cta't[s].
For the phraseology Andocides I, 48 serves as a parallel: Tov3Tovg
s -cavTag Ev 'rots
rErrapaKovTa
av8pa&o-tv acLE'ypaOEv.
But on stylistic grounds I prefer to restore
?7jt-qVV0Tt9 KacT avTo) EV]
S EIrTLEXrYTc [sa . For the phraseology I cite the following
Vro[t]
two passages:
(1) Lysias, Against Agoratits, 32: 'EITEL878E&',
eEaCpp

E'yl/yPETO,

ovT&) oTfoopa

Kat

iTswvTatapXwtpv
1puw

p,Olj

wyEwyEVq1rJEV1q),

vvo-tS
ct00TE

Kat

TWE9

yEoLTo
EKEL

I'TEEOV
TOtw
TVXP
E7TE1.bE0V^VT0

(7TEpt

8E TwV aXXa&
ELS

lTapatyovo-ctv

(2) Andocides, On the Mysteries, 14:
aVT+

i' N -Av8popaXov

EKKX'YjOaMovvtXtao'LV EV TOr

Kat Ev
a7TExp-q
roi

llpci7-q /Ev,

paTqywv

rEpt

EV

TV /3ovX^

{jtvv-tq}

oP.

co av8pE9,

jr4vvo-t9

EYEVETO

KaTa TOvT&wvThW av8Ppw.

qo- [t]v in line 31, we deduce that after the epiReturning to the verb Evo8E[t4]
meletae received the denunciation and found it in order, they had the accused taken
into custody on the basis of an ('EIIS(, so that later when the opportunity came,
he might be brought before a heliastic court of five hundred and one dicasts. Between
and the phrase El] E'va [Kat rT]EvcaKoo-tov
the word Ev8E[ifjqco[t]v
is a lacuna of
about sixteen or seventeen letters where the traces of two consecutive letters
(or 17) are still visible. These traces, which are not properly located for the restoration rpogTowv
83a]q-[XEa, are satisfactorily interpreted as 7Tp0SroTv 'v8]EK[a. Having
brought the Eleven into the case, we may compare Demosthenes, Against Timocrates,

146, p. 745:

0ov 8 E'V8ELXOEvTa i7 a8TaXE)vra

rl'oa(vT(v

Ot EVOEKa

Ev

Ty

(vAXW.

A law quoted in the oration of Demosthenes Against Timnocrates,105, p. 733, 9
has another passage which seems to illuminate lines 31 and 32 where the cooperation
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of the Elevren and the subsequent trial are apparently indicated: "4v&'
araXx8f
- acoTpacEtaLl-S 7TpoEtEpYqkE1>vov avi-p ToWvv0-OV rtsg
ELp7EO-Ocat
AqX&)K&)o

TCOV yOVE(EVW KaKTx)OEW1

O

Eta-cc

070CV

k

XPTh o'q0davrv avTov Ot

&6
KcL)yopE) I3oVTov
) aLroEto-at.

Evo

EVOEKa Kat ETaayovrcov

awroV

Ets

mr-v -qXtatav,

Ots E

-q r)tat'a o' XtXp-q ratEtV
EOTTLV. Eav 8' aAX, rkar
Indeed the familiar formula of this last sentence can be accommodated

perfectly in line 32. when we make the quite admissible substitution of the phrase
for o' n- Xpq, KrX. Thus it is the board of Eleven who on the basis of an
'rt
XpEV8ELteC take the offender into custody or exact bail from him and who finally bring
the case before the heliastic court where he will be tried and where, if he loses the
case, the penalty will be assessed or determined. We have, moreover, Aristotle's word
for it that the Eleven were competent to introduce a case based specifically on an
E'V8ECts:Constititlion of Athens, 52, 1: Ka0tco-raco-t 8Eo Kat TOV9 EVOEKa K?XVqp' ToV9 OTCkEX-q-070EVOV

TCOV EV TCO 8E07kO)CTqptC

---

Kat

Tag

EVOEGEtg

Kat

E/aeovras

yap

ravmg

EcOaTyovO-tv OL EV1EKa.

The recovery of line 34 is of crucial importance. At the point where we have
read Ka-ra- -a pk[E'p'q] &E'K[a v 0] raV KrX., it would have been tempting to read Kata
Ira

/

[....]E

K[at

o']rav,

KTX.,

in order to have a connecting word between the two

sentences. In that case, however, we should encounter insurmountabledifficultieswith
the preceding prepositional phrase. The lack of a connective like 8E or Ka, however,
is not really a difficulty, because the law contains many paragraphs as in the above
mentioned diagramma of Andania, in which also the paragraphs are not bound
togetherby connectives. Furthermore, the phrase1.EptC-[1.cki]
&EK[a]
KCqia ia' Ik[E'prq]
makes excellent sense. It constitutes a reference to the ten sections of the heliaea,
those represented on dicast tickets by the letters from alpha through kappa. Cf.
Aristotle, Constit[tion of Athens, 63, 4: VEvE'1.rkv-vat yap Kaca 4vXag 8,EKa lEp- Ot
8tKaorta.3

The citizens of each tribe were divided into ten sections

p.ETa

Ta%

/ [ ......

a.

The oblique stroke can belong to alpha, lambda, or mu, but since no trace of the
horizontal stroke suitable for a delta appears where it might be expected, we cannot
easily restore .kETa -a A[tovvo-t]qa. The assignment, therefore, appears to have taken
place after the M[vo-ir'pt]qa, and the first cases for which dicasteries were to be
empaneled were those concerning the Mysteries.
The section comprising lines 34-43 concerns the duties of the mystagogues and
mystae in connection with the preliminary ceremonies and the procession which preceded the initiation. The general outline of what took place is apparent from other
sources. We know that first the Sacred Objects were on the fourteenth of Boedromion transported to Athens and deposited in the Eleusinion. This fetching of
the Sacred Objects is in the Athenian documenf I.G., I12, 847 called the KOV&t8) iwV
3On the method of choosing the dicasts see S. Dow, " Aristotle, the Kleroteria, and the Courts,"
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, L, 1939, pp. 1-34. The concluding chapters of the Constitution of Athens are the chief ancient source on the Athenian courts.
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a term which I have ventured to restore here in line 38. Then those candidates
for initiation who had assembled were examined on the fifteenth as to their eligibility.
and if they were admitted by the authorities, they could enter the Eleusinion. Several
days later after variotus other ceremonies the procession with the Sacred Objects
moved to Eleusis. This was the great day, the day of lacchus.
It remains to discuss the 8EX-rP [ta] nentioned in line 41. Enough of the word
is visible to assure the reading, although I cannot find the expression in any other
discussion of the same subject. The reference comes at a point where the inscription
is perhaps dealing with the acyvpogs, the assembly of the candidates on the fifteenth.
A mystagogue wvillbe punished if he commits some offense in regard to the way
he issues 8EXracpta.In viewvof the emphasis on the necessity of being in the appointed
place, I presume that the offense envisaged was the issuing of 8EXraptaat any other
place. The 8EXTapta,therefore, may have been tablets issued to candidates whose
eligibility had been examined and established.
Many of the restorations proposed in other passages of the inscription occur
to one naturally enough when the extant letters are correctly read. It must be indicated, however, that the words oX-qi1L[ai-t](line 35) and [6X] ca&cov(line 38), and
the phrases g 'av [6o/3ao-tXEv Kat oi Tr7v 1Jvo-rTYpitOV ElT l fJEX-ra r t(c [ I-u'] (line 36)
P Kat oi Ep7-t,[Erat
X
and g a'v 6 /ao-tXEV\
ra-cootv] (line 42) complement and suggest
each other. The restoration ot rapE8pot rov /3ao-]t?XE' (lines 18-19) finds its justification in wvhatwe know about the connection of these officials with the celebration
of the Mysteries. Aristotle indicates that they were in his day two in number. An
inscription dated at the end of the fourth century, I.G., 12, 1230, which is an honorary
decree passed by the gens of the Ceryces, begins as follows: ['E] '7TE&/8 EmaO&losg
o ITpE8po9 rov /3ao1[ XE']A KaX&s Ka\t4tXor4tws0 1LETa rov /3 [ac] tXEsos Ka[t] roV yEV[o]v
LEpxv,

rOVK

pV'KCO- e[E TEI )UEX 0q

r [ (' 1'v7TEpL ra ,LVO"TT/pta,KTX.

At the beginning of line 35 we expect an antithesis to the phrase Ev 'EEvE [ o-'tv
discernible below in line 42. I had originally restored E'vaIO-Et, which I withdrew in
favor of a more convincing phrase EtI a4'-rv, proposed in conversation by K. Kourouniotes. An alternative ~e a-r0osE uwouldbe too long.
In line 38 the connection between the two clauses represented by the words
1Lt?8E7rP[O7ToPE1]VEUOat
....]
7Tpo rTs KO[Ft8nt9 TVtwEp]wp[lV
K[ara]
atvE[ t ]+ a-'
ro Tv
constitutes
another
fX ] ,6arwv
problem. There is not space for the letters rOTE8 ] ,
even if such a restoration produced an acceptable meaning. But since iota does
not occupy as much room as other letters, the restoration EKEi 8 ]f, suggested in
conversation by K. von Fritz, would probably not be excessive. The adverb EKEt
wotild refer to the 'PEtro ograpa rov aO'TEW%9,
over which the decree of 421 /0 B.C.,
I.G., I2, 81, called for the construction of a stone bridge hos a'v ra\ htEpa
abEppoO-tv hat
4Constitution

of Athens, 56, 1.
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lhEpEat

a[a-] qaXE'o-rara.

aAAXa
roig 100oW

et

,
It was to be a narrow bridge hiiva tE ha4waXorat
&EXavcLovrao

ra'htFpa.
e"Wi
/3a[8]CiCEW
TREBELLIUTS RUFUS

32. A large base, consisting of forty-eight inscribed and numerous uninscribed
fragments of Hyrnettian marble, has been assembled by the excavation mender
I. Bakoules, wvhothrouogh skillful use of a multitude of uninscribed pieces succeeded
in finding direct joins for all but two fragments, one of which contains part of the
formula at the top of the monument. This non-contiguous fragment bears the letters
] r7KaLt /3
8 ,and has been set in plaster in its determinable position. All the fragments
were found in Section E, and almost all of them came from the curbing of a late well,
demolished during the spring and summer of 1933. Parts of the back, sides, top,
and bottom are preserved. The base was adorned with a moulding above and below.
As reconstructed it has the following dimensions:
Height, 1.35 m.; width, 1.79 n.; thickness, 0.60 m.
Height of letters: line 1, 0.031 m.; lines 2-10, 0.029 m.; lines 11-44, 0.01-0.013 m.;
line 45, 0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 849 (including I 118, I 786, and I 1827).
The extra fragment, broken away at the back and all around, comes from one
of the epistles below the dedication, but it has not been built into the monument because
its exact position cannot be determined.
Height, 0.07 m.; width, 0.05 m.; thickness, 0.04 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 849.
The monument honors a public benefactor, Quinttis Trebellius Rufus of Toulouse, together with his wife and son.5 On the analogy of two other bases which
are published in I.G., II2, 4193 and which honor Trebellius Rufus alone, it has
been possible to restore wvithcertainty lines 1-7 of the inscription. Trebellius Rufus
held the archonship at Athens sometime between the years 85/6 and 94/5 A.D.6

In lines 2-3 the words

[aPXLEPE'a vp()Tov

E11apXEtap

r

EK]

are the
Nap3&Ovos

translation of the Latin flamen primus provinciae Narbonetnsis. He was the chief
priest for the whole province, the flamen primus ternpli divi Augusti quod est Narbone,
concerning whom I refer the reader to C.I.L., XII, 6038 with Otto Hirschfeld's
commentary. The flamnen provinciac seems to have presided over the provincial
assembly (conciliumnprovinciae Narbontensis), which had externally a religious char5
6

I wish to thank MI.Georges Daux, who facilitated the preparation of this inscription.
Paul Graindor, Athe'nes de Tibere a' Trajan (Cairo, 1931), p. 144.

No. 32

Above on moulding
['H Ee 'ApEiov ll6yo]v

v Kat n

/0ov[]X

/3[ oXiq rwv X]

Below moulding
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TETE/EvOv
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/3tov]
[Kat

xpvO]

V
8]ta&/ [to]] Ev

9([piq

$ELKOVC& VV E'

[Ka

----1
[------

Iavt

V]a
[yvvaZKc'Y

p]
TpE/[,3EXXiov 'PO

petav

s
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acter but which enjoyed some political power at the same time.7 The assembly convened at Narbonne and consisted of representatives from the various civitates of the
province, but except for this inscription the only references to it are found in the
above-mentionedfragment of a lex provinciae, C.J.L., XII, 6038. Although Suetonius
says clearly of Augustus (ch. -52), " Templa, quamvis sciret etiam proconsulibus
decerni solere, in ntilla tamen provincia nisi communi suo Romaeque nomine recepit,"
nevertheless, none of the many inscriptions referring to the flamines of Narbonese
Gaul mentions a joint cult of Rome and Augustus. Neither does the priest himself
appear as the flamen Ronmaeet Augusti like those of other provinces, nor is the temple
at Narbonne called the te[mplum Rom-ae et Augusti as elsewhere. Therefore, it is
interesting to learn from line 8 that the wife of the flatnen was priestess of the
goddess Roma.8 But she was priestess in Toulouse and not in Narbonne. To explain
these apparent contradictions we may suppose that there was indeed a joint cult of
Rome and Augustus in every town and that the management of the cult devolved
upon the local flacmenand his wife, and was divided between them. When, however,
a flamen from Toulouse or Nimes became president of the provincial assembly,
a substitute continued the cult in his native town, while the flamen provinciae exercised his religious duties in the temple at Narbonne. The ficminica, not having the
same religious function nor the same political connection, continued to be called by
the old title.
In line 3 the phrase v'trarovKaLVEWPVpvNT [lEpw v 8&yov 'Pwouawv] as is stated ill
the Corpus, translates the Latin phrase su1mmus Caeniniensis sacrorum populi Romani.
The latter was the head of a public colleg,e of priests who took care of one of the
ancient Latin cults which continued as public cults of the Roman people long after
the original communities had been destroyed.9
At the end of line 9, as soon as we restore the name 'P [o4iov], the lacuna is
reduced to the space of seven or eight normal letters. There is not room for the
phrase EvVOta9Tr-s,but there is room for the phrase 4tXtas i-Tr, because the two iotas

occupy the space of only one normal letter. For the expression compare Dittenberger,
S.I.G.3, 859A and I.G.. 112, 4010. In line 10 the last visible letter, represented by the
lower tip of a vertical hasta, is about the tenth after the letters E'is The conditions
are suitable for the restoration suggested in the text.
Below the dedication are inscribed in smaller letters two epistles to the Athenian
Councils and People. At the right appears the epistle in which the local magistrates
and senate of Toulouse thank the Athenians for the honors which they have bestowed
7Camille Jullian, Histoire de la Gattle, IV (1913), pp. 425-431.

We assume that the wife -rather than the daughter of Trebellius Rufus accompanied him to
Athens, although the restoration Ovyarpua might meet the requirements to fill the lacuna in line 8.
9 The old Latin town of Caenina. Cf. G. Wissowa, "Die r6mischen Staatspriestertiimer altlatinischer Gemeindekulte," Hermes, L, 1915, pp. 1-33.
8
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upon their compatriot. The epistle at the left comes from the concilitumprovinciae
AVarbonensis.The restoration of these documents is very uncertain: we cannot confidently restore even the first four letters of line 40 as [8 "wo]. The larger letters
of line 45 are clearly differentiated and may belong to the phrase Eeg v 'ApEi] ov [V]
11a[yov

V

83ovk4

LETTER OF HADRIAN?
33. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, found May 25, 1933, in the walls of a late
pit in Section Z. The stone preservespart of the backand of the left side, but it is broken
away above. below, and at the right.
As a first attempt toward an interpretation of the inscription I offer a
restoration merely exempli gratia. The
lettering is not unsuitable for the Hadrianic Period, and line 2 reveals that
the document postdates the constitutional

reform of

125A.D.

The personconcerned

was a man or boy, for whom very special
religious ceremonies were officially ordered and for whom the cult statues
mentioned in line 5 may well have been
intended. The conclusion suggests a
letter emanating from the imperial
chancery after an embassy. The dvaXcoua

mentioned in line 10 would be r?oe48tov
rciv lTpE0r/8EvovcTov. It seems, moreover,
from line 8 that the writer, who accordingly would be the emperor, previously
demanded or expressed a desire for the
honors now bestowed on his favorite by
the Athenians. All these considerations
strongly suggest the situation after the
death of Antinous, when Hadrian, as
Dio Cassius expresses it, "had portraits
of Antinouis (av8pta6vrag), or rather cult
statues (dyaXpara), erected virtually all
over the civi-lized world."......
With the phrase ovrcug cs (f3ovNo. 33
Xo,LEOa (8)
compare Vita Hadriani,
14, 7: et Graeci quidem volente Hadrianio eum (Antinoum) consecraverunt.
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Height, 0.525 m.; width, 0.29 m.; thickness, 0.076 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 869.
A.D.
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LETTER FROM ROMAN MAGISTRATE
34. The lower part of a stele of Pentelic marble broken away above and much
weathered, found on April 12, 1937. in its base and in situ below,the Valerian Wall
in Section 90. A raised moulding (width, 0.05 m.) runs down the edge of the
inscription on either side.
Maximum height exposed, 0.63 m.; width, 1.00 m.; thickness, 0.106 m.
Height of letters, ca. 0.013 m.-0.015 m.
Iinv. No. I 4713.
The inscription

was first recorded by Pittakys,

'Ewypa4act

'AVE'K80TOL, II

(1852),

pp. 8' and E',0 but it did not find a place in the Corpus.
The whole upper part of the inscription has disappeared, and the reading of the
middle section is very difficult. At the end of line 5 only five normal-sized letters can
be accommodated between the two taus. The word [l]o-[o]F
in line 7 is most uncertain: only the upper horizontal bar of an epsilon or sigma in fourth place is clear;

another horizontal line at what might be the top of the second letter, may be an
accident of the weathering.
graphically impossible.

The restoration [,ro] , for example, would not be epi-

10I owe the referenceto MargaretCrosby. Pittakys found the whole upper and middle part
illegible and read the rest as follows:
[e
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The stone preserves the conclusion of a coutrteousletter from a Roman official
to a " synhedrion " which convened at Athens. The writer, to whom a formal embassy
had been sent, promises to punish someone who had tundertakento perform for the
synhedrion certain services of a religious nature, perhaps a costly agonothesia or
some other liturgy, and who had now refused to live up to his word. The phrase in
lines 7-8 seems to mean, "' In having everything investigated in this way, you carried
out an examination which was perhaps of no importance, inasmuch as it sufficed
f or the instance that he has in my presence refused the services which were ulndertaken by him before youLrmost revered synhedrion," i. e., in their thorough investigations they had gone to much unnecessary trouble.
For an interpretation the date of the document is of the first importatnce. The
highly eclectic character of the script during the first three centuries after Christ
makes a pronoouncementon the lettering very dangerous. Still I think one can say
that it falls within the second century. The beautiful block letters of this inscription
are in my recollection most nearly approachedby those of an epistle from Commodus
to the Eumolpidae on a stele in the Musetim at Eleusis. The type of moulding down
the side of the inscription is also typical of the second century, and perhaps constitutes as reliable a guide as the lettering. The best parallels occur on two stones in
the Epigraphical Museum, that with the decree in honor of Hadrian, I.G., 112, 1075,
and that with the prytany decree I.G., 112, 1073-4 of about 120 A.D. Of the latter
inscription a splendid photograph by H. Wagner and a new text have been published
by S. Dow, Prytaneis (1937), pp. 193-197.
The recipient of the letter had despatched an embassy to the writer. The thesmothetae alone would not have sent out an embassy, so we may dismiss at once conas a possible identification of the recipient;
8vo0E0-IETJ'v
sideration of the OwEvvptovrWV
and for the same reason we exclude the Council of the Five (or Six) Hundred. We
are left with only three choices among the synhedria which convened at Athens,
namely the Council of the Areopagus supreme in the Athenian state under the Roman
principate,1"the Panhellenion founded in the reign of Hadrian,12 and the Sacred
Gerusia established under the jointly ruling emperors Marcus Aurelius and Commodus.'3 The address O-EFoWTaTov orvvEptov (9) is hardly suitable for the last, for
no document has yet been found to use that phrase in reference to the Athenian
Gerusia, whereas both the Council of the Areopagus and the Panhellenion are commonly so named.
Berichte iiber
11B. Keil, Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Areopags (Leipzig, Teubner, 1920)
die Verhandlungen der Sdchsischen Akadeimie der Wissenschaften 2u Leipzig, Phil.-hist. Klasse,
LXXI, 1919, Heft 8.
1922, pp. 167-180; P. Graindor, Athe'nes sous Hadrien (Cairo,
12 M. N. Tod, J.H.S., XLII,
1934), pp. 102-111.
13

J. H. Oliver, The Sacred Gertsia (to be published as Hesperia, Supplement VI).
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Any communication from the Athenian state to a Roman magistrate always
went out in the name of the Council of the Areopagus, the Council of the Five (or
Six) Hundred and the Demos of the Athenians jointly, and vice versa any letter to
the Athenian state was addressed to those two councils jointly, never to the Areopagus alone, according to the abundant evidence at our command. Even if the
Areopagus in its capacity as a court for cases of impiety undertook alone the regulation of this matter without the cooperation of the other council, the official negotiations with the Roman magistrate would have been, I should expect, transacted in
the name of the Athenian state, so that the letter could not have been addressed to

the crq.woTarovavSptov of the Areopagitesalone.
Thus the letter can only have been addressed to the Panhellenes, whose synhedrion was established at Athens by Hadrian in 132 A.D. The stele, which is still
in situ, may have been erected precisely here because of the connection which apparently existed between the Panhellenion and the Eleusinian cult,14but this question
can be deferred until the topographical investigation of this section of the Agora is
further advanced.
The reference to " our lord emperor" in line 5 excludes the possibility that the
document was an imperial letter, and it excludes a date within the periods when
Marcus Aurelius shared the throne with a partner. The inscription may have been
set up as late as the reign of Commodus or as early as the reign of Hadrian. A
governor like the proconsul of Achaea or a legatus propraetore rather than an imperial procurator, the writer was someone with judicial authority, someone well
acquainted with those Panhellenes who were sent to him by the synhedrion and of
whom he speaks affectionately in the tone of an important personage.

RECORD OF SARDIAN AFFAIRS
35. A fragment of Pentelic marble, found on December 31, 1934, in the
demolition of a modern wall in Section II. It preserves part of a smooth back and
part of the left side, but it is broken away at the right, above, and below.
Height, 0.205 m.; width, 0.285 m.; thickness, 0.08 m.
Height of letters, 0.012 m.
Inv. No. I 2269.
Another fragment (b) of this inscription was discovered in 1829 in " archaeological investigations " on the Acropolis west of the Propylaea. It preserves part of
the back and part of the right side, but it is broken away at the left, above, and below.
14 p.

Graindor, Athenes sous Hadrien (Cairo, 1934), pp. 110 and 126.
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'E0r,qEp'Vg 'ApXatoXoyLK7, 1842, no. 1036.

I.G., III

W. Dittenberger,

14 from Koehler's copy. J. Kirchner, I.G., 112 (1916),

(1878),

1089.

0.23 m.; width, 0.34 m.
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In his notes on fragment b Koehier correctly pointed out that it was very similar
to, but not a part of , the stele engraved with I.G., 112, 1088, a record of Hadrian's
benef actions to Thyatira. The latter was set up in Athens as the seat of the Panhellenion and center of the Greek world. From lines 7,/ 9, and 10 it appears that this
inscription was erected at Athens for the same reasons by the delegates of Sardes to
the Panhellenion, the foundation of which in 132 A.D. constitutes a terminus post quem.
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DECREE ASSIGNING DIVINE HONORS TO JULIA DOMNA
A fragment of Pentelic marble, found on

36.

June 1, 1939, in a modern wall of Section BB. Part ~
of the rough-pickedback is preserved,but above, below,
and at either side the inscription is broken away.

:

Height, 0.33 m.; width, 0.165 m.; thickness, 0.075 m.

Height of letters, 0.014 m.
Inv. No. I 5855.

Livia the consort of Augustus and Julia Domna
the consort of Septimius Severus are both called 'IovXta
IEf3a-r7) in Athenian

inscriptions.

That the decree

represented by this fragment concerns Julia Domna
and not Livia, emerges from a comparison with an
amended version of the same decree on an inscription
republishedwith new fragments in the H.S.C.P., Supplementary Volume I, 1940, pp. 521-530. The latter
refers to an original decree which had been drafted by
Elpidephorus son of -

-

ades of the deme Pallene. In

this inscriptionof the original as in that of the amended
version iota adscript was sometimes engraved and sometimes omitted, e. g., ravtrI- (6) but rmt (7). There is,
of course, no indication where the line division came.
A.D.

195 or somewhat later
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The provision in the amended version that the polemarch was to sacrifice to
the mater castrorumn on the first day of the Roman year may help to explain the
references in lines 2, 5, and 6. The priestess of Athena Polias was to begin these
sacrifices and to receive the perquisites. For its bearing on the restoration of lines
8-9 the text of the amendedversion may be cited: Ka[rT|apxE]o-[a]t 8E [K]'t [roVTko)]v
rTwv Ovor-Gotv
The
T7qVLEpELa[v Tr's 'A]tSrvai [rTs HoAtM]80 Kat Ta yEpa OEpEoO [ac].
in
were
the
later
version
inaugural offerings (7)
to be offered to "the [savior of
Athens Julia Domna who is] Athena Polias." Line 4 may refer to the altar of the
Augusti on the Acropolis (e. g., lTapa 7roV 83opo'v r7v YE/3ao-7r&vo's] o-7rtvEv IAEt),
while line 13 suggests the word a'pXo]vra[sg or ITa]vra sg,and line 12 the reading
'A] yaOr1s[TVX-qg.

DECREE HONORING C. FULVIUS PLAUTIANUS
37. Two fragments of unweathered Pentelic marble belong to a stele of which
the Epigraphical Museum contains six other pieces. Three of the latter are published
as I.G., 112, 1081/5 and 1116, while the others are hitherto unpublished. For the
neatness and size of its lettering and for the smooth finish on back as well as on
front and sides, the inscription must have been one of the handsomest ever erected
at Athens.
Thickness, 0.08-0.10 m.
Height of letters. 0.02 mn.
The eight pieces, each of which preserves part of the original back, make up as
the following five fragments.
Fragment a was found on October 3, 1858, in the demolition of a Frankish wall
on the Acropolis. It preserves part of the top but it is broken away at the sides Vnd
below. K. S. Pittakys, 'E0,qtkEpVg
1860, no. 3743. W. Dittenberg\er,
'ApXatoXOYtK4,
I.G., III (1878). 9 from Koehler's collation. J. Kirchner, I.G., II2 (1916), 1081/5.
Height, 0.39 m.; width, 0.235 m.
Inventory No. at Epigraphical Museum, 9484.
Fragnmentb is broken away at the sides, above, and below.
Height, 0.275 m.; width, 0.20 m.
Inventory No. at Epigraphical Museum, 9483.
Fragment c: Four pieces, of which at least two came from the Acropolis, join
as one to form fragment c, broken awvayat the left, above and below but preserving
part of the right side. EM 8582, found on October 22, 1838, northeast of the Propylaea, was published by K. S. Pittakys, 'EoEp't

'ApXatoXOYtK4,

1856, no. 2896, and
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by WV.Dittenberger, I.G., III (1882), 3834 from Koehler's copy. EM 8583 was
added to EM 8582 by J. Kirchner in I.G., 112 (1916), 1116.
Height, 0.59 m.; width, 0.346 m.
Inventory No. at Epigraphical Museum, 5728 + 5831 + 8582 + 8583.
Fragments d and e were found in May, 1937, in a modern fill in Section 1*
at the Agora. They are broken away at the sides, above, and below. Some of the
letters on d still preserve their red color.
Fragment d: height, 0.258 m.; width, 0.165 m.
Fragment e: height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.05 m.
Inv. No. 14853.
A.D.
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We date the inscription first of all on the basis of the letter forms which in
I..G., 112, 1081/5 Kirchner assigned to the second or third century after Christ.
The year's archon is mentioned in line 1, but the little that remains of his name might
indicate Coponitis Maximus (117/8 A.D.), Popillius Theotimus (155/6 A.D.), Philotimus (182/3-190/1 A.D.), or the unknown incumbent of some vacant year. Dittenberger wished to read in lines 4-6 a reference to the famous adjacent statues of Zeus
Eleutherius and Hadrian which Pausanias (I, 3, 2) mentions in his description of
the Agora. Although revision of the stone excludes his reconstruction 'A8ptaev 't
Karo-ap[t for line 5, the text can be restored, nevertheless, to refer to Hadrian:
-cotTE'EX [Ev6Epion At

Kat ich At6 i-ch HavEXrv] it

Ka'oaap[I Tpatav 'A8ptav't
AV'roKparo]pt. But the text might also be restored i-&h 1E 'EEX[Ev0EpicotA/'t Kat MapIKOt
AviprpX]XotKairOap[I r&)t Ey1rE7T&AqcOv AVTroKparo]pt,and in other ways.

If, as Dittenberger argued, the colossal statue must have been that of an emperor, Commodus would be the most likely emperor, and Philotimus could be the
archon mentioned in line 1. But fragments b and c, wvhichare here for the first time
brought together with fragment a, do not belong to a decree concerning an emperor.
The familiar formula of the specification in line 20, O-CTr-q0tvEXELV, points even to an
honorary decree for an Athenian citizen or representative, and reference to special
creation or adoption (vo&qo-ts) may be contained in lines 9-10.
If, however, he cannot have been an emperor, the erection of a colossal statue
of him, even though it was not of precious metal, infringed closely on an imperial
prerogative. It associated him symbolically with the emperor's power, and statues
were regarded by the ancients as very significant, as we see for example in the account
of the rise and fall of Sejanus. The latter's career lies beyond the chronological limits
of our period, but within our period do occur the rise and fall of C. Fulvius Plautianus,
the greatest of all the praetorian prefects, for an appreciation of whose remarkable
career with references to the ancient sources I refer the reader to the account by
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H. M. D. Parker, A History of the Roman World from A.D. 138 to 337 (London,
Methuen, 1935), pp. 73-75.
This arrogant man had an amazing ascendancy over Septimius Severus. An
African like the emperor himself, Plautianus had acquired great wealth from the
confiscation of the property of Niger's adherents. Having rid himself of a colleague,
he held office as sole and permanent praetorian prefect from about 197 A.D. He was
made a senator by the emperor, and in 202 A.D. he reached the height of his career
on giving his daughter in marriage to Caracalla. In the following year he shared the
consulate with Geta and thus united in his own person simultaneously the highest
office in the senatorial and the highest office in the equestrian career. His greatness
was thus unprecedented, and he acted and was treated as an emperor. Septimius
Severus had to check his pretensions in 204 A.D., but the end did not come until the
following year. Caracalla, whose marriage with his daughter had been unhappy,
hated Plautianus bitterly and persuaded Septimius Severus that Plautianus had been
plotting against him. Suddenly summoned to the emperor without any indication
of the reason, he was murdered in the palace by Caracalla and an attendant in the
very presence of the senior emperor.
In view of the indications in lines 5-7 that the decree called for the erection of a
colossal statue of someone who was not an emperor beside a statue of someone who
was an emperor, I draw attention to Dio, LXXV, 14, 6-7 (Cary's translation): " In
view of all this, one might not improperly claim that Plautianus had power beyond
all men, equalling even that of the emperors themselves. Among other things, his
statues (aJvptCa'VrE)
and images (EKKO'VE3) were not only far more numerous but also
larger than theirs, and this not only in outside cities but in Rome itself, and they
were erected not merely by individuals or communities (%ucov) but by the very
senate." Stich a situation was indeed unique, and the Athenian decree therefore must
have concerned Plautianus. A somewhat vague but similar tradition appears in the
VTitaSevern,XIV, 5, where the emperor is described as " iratus praecipue, quod inter
propinquorumet adfinium Severi simulacra suam statuam ille (Plautianus) posuisset."
Further confirmation of this identification occurs in lines 15-17, where it is
temnptingto read, iTpoo-'r[arTv 8' aiJ')o V E Ictvat Kat rov 8&[tov Ka]i rts r&V [llEv1aKOo-LwV]3ovXis, with which I shouldconnectthe followingphrase,Ev'-t [o-EV0Ta']rT
ro [XEt, KTAX.,and interpret the words as meaning " patron in the city of Rome."

In
Latin the title reads in other sections of the empire " patronus ordinis et populi " or
" patronus decurionum et populi." As far as I recognize, there is only one known
case of a Roman patroitus for Athens. In an Eleusinian inscription, I.G., 112, 4216,
dated not earlier than 203 A.D., Ftilvius Plautianus is honored as rrpoo-ra6re7 by the
7ToAX,a term which indicates cooperation between the Council of the Five Hundred
and the Demos."5
15

B. Keil, Beitrdge 2zur Geschichte des Areopags (Leipzig, Teubner, 1920), p. 32.
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The extraordinary whiteness of the fragments reveals that the inscription could
not long have been exposed to the elements. Dio expressly says that all the statues
of Plautianus were destroyed after his death in 205. But some of his statues were
removed in the previous year as we learn from Dio, LXXV, 16, 2 (Cary's translation): "On one occasion, when a great many images of Plautianus had been made,
Severus was displeased at their number and caused some of them to be melted down."
We may presume that Severus selected for destruction those statues which were
particularly improper, such as the Athenian colossal image of Plautianus standing
next to that of Caracalla (if he is the Caesar mentioned in line 5). Together with
the colossal image the inscription ordaining its erection would have been removed
from sight.
JAMES H. OLIVER

EDITOR'S NOTE
The following inscriptions from the Agora have been published elsewhere than
in Hesperia and not as yet noted in this journal or its supplements:
The AmnericanJournal of Archaeology
XL, 1936, p. 196 (I 3845)

XLI, 1937, pp. 184-187 (I 4707)

The American Journlalof Philology
LXI, 1940, pp. 347-353 (15020)
Pritchett and Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens
p. 8 (I 5884)
pp. 22-23 (I 5559)
p. 25 (I 5191)
p. 101 (I 5796)
p. 111 (I5722)
p. 112 (I5573)
pp. 114-115 (I973b+

pp. 117-118 (I2155)
p. 119 (I 4187)
p. 120 (I 4250)
pp. 121-122 (I 4917)
p. 125 (I684)
p. 127 (I4241)
5457)

In addition, the unpublished inscription 1 1804 + 1870 has been mentioned by
Pritchett in A.J.P., LXI, 1940, p. 190, and the unpublished inscription 1 5512 has
been mentioned by Pritchett and Meritt in Chronology, p. 2.
In 1936 about 125 sepulchral monuments discovered in the Agora were placed
at the disposal of Johannes Kirchner for publication in the Berlin Corpus. It is not
as yet possible to give exact references for the publication of these items. Further
notice of them will be given at a later date.
B. D. MERITT

